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JAKARTA: A female motorcycle taxi driver checking for an order on her smartphone in Jakarta. — AFP 

JAKARTA: Female motorbike taxi drivers in headscarves zig-
zag through heavy traffic in the Indonesian capital Jakarta,
the latest two-wheeled transport service for women making a
dent in the male-dominated world of ride-hailing apps in the
Muslim nation. A flurry of new motorbike taxi options have in
the past year appeared in the metropolis of 10 million, led by
popular service Go-Jek, giving Indonesia’s growing middle
class a greater choice of transport to get through some of the
world’s worst traffic jams.

The services-many inspired by ride-sharing app Uber and
accessible on smartphones-are a challenge to traditional
motorbike taxis in Indonesia, known as “ojeks”, which are ubiq-
uitous but have drawn criticism with their disheveled, danger-
ous drivers and unpredictable pricing.  Several services with
women drivers entered the market in 2015 after years of
growing piety in Indonesia, which has the world’s biggest
Muslim population, and amid heightened safety concerns fol-
lowing reports of attacks on women by male motorbike taxi
drivers.

They are in part designed with religious sensitivities in
mind, as an increasing number of Muslim women wear head-

scarves and follow strict interpretations of Islam that forbid
close contact with the opposite sex, except between married
couples.”The need for transportation for women is huge,
especially in big cities where rates of crime and sexual harass-
ment are very high,” Evilita Adriani, co-founder of motorbike
taxi company Ojek Syari said.

Only Muslim drivers
Popularly known by its nickname “Ojesy”, it is the service

that aims most clearly at devout female passengers, requir-
ing its drivers to be Muslim women wearing headscarves
and loose-fitting clothes. Ojesy drivers can currently only
be hailed by a phone call or through mobile messaging
service WhatsApp, but the service is also developing an
app that was being tested out this month. The service,
which began in Indonesia’s second-biggest city Surabaya
in March before expanding across the main island of Java,
only accepts female passengers or children.

“I feel more comfortable sharing a ride with a fellow
Muslim woman,” said Nurlaila, a Surabaya housewife who
goes by one name.  She uses the service to take her chil-

dren to school-a common practice in the country where
whole families often travel squashed together on a motor-
bike.  “Thank God for Ojesy.” The company says business is
booming-after starting in March with Adriani as its only
driver, it now has 350 drivers. Other motorbike taxi compa-
nies vying for a stake in the female market include app-
based service LadyJek, whose drivers dress in pink jackets
and helmets, and Sister-Ojek, a start-up that began opera-
tions earlier this year with capital of just $100. 

Indonesia stands out for the number of motorbike taxi
services aimed at women that it boasts, with female drivers
relatively rare in many developing nations where the mode
of transport is popular. But they do exist in some other
countries, including in Liberia where a group of female
drivers, sick of being robbed, took to the wheel, reportedly
donning pink helmets and jackets and calling themselves
“The Pink Panthers”. The trend for motorbike taxi-hailing
services started in earnest last year with Go-Jek in Jakarta,
a general service for anyone wishing to order a motorbike
ride, which was quickly followed by others such as
GrabBike and Blu-jek. 

Tough security measures
The women-only services are slightly more expensive than

others, but insist they have better security measures. Calls
have been growing for heightened security after reports of
women being stalked and harassed by male motorbike taxi
drivers, while the rape of a young woman in India by an Uber
driver last year also added to safety concerns about ride-hail-
ing services. LadyJek drivers can activate a loud alarm if they
are attacked or feel threatened, while Ojesy and Sister-Ojek
only operate between sunrise and sunset. 

However the services are unlikely to overtake major
competitors like Go-Jek as many women in Indonesia,
where the majority practice a moderate form of Islam, have
few qualms about taking a motorbike taxi driven by a man.
The services also try to make themselves attractive to driv-
ers, with Ojesy allowing Muslim housewives and university
students to work part-time.  Housewife Endang Kartini, 38,
said working for Ojesy part-time allowed her to buy cos-
metics and give her children pocket money, without inter-
fering with other activities. “I can still attend Muslim prayer
groups,” she said. — AFP 

Muslim women hail female-only motorbike taxis
Motorbike taxi drivers in headscarves zig-zag through Jakarta traffic 

DUBAI: I ran’s national representative to
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) predicted oil prices in 2016 at
between $35 to $50 a barrel, but that they
would not go above $60 in the next four years.
Iran drafted a state budget for next fiscal year
(starting on March 20) based on oil at around
$35-40 a barrel. “The oil prices in the next year
(2016) will fluctuate between $35 to $50, so Iran
is not worried about a fall of its oil income,”
Mehdi Asali was quoted as saying by the oil min-
istry’s news agency, SHANA yesterday.

Iran has repeatedly blamed its regional rival
Saudi Arabia and fellow OPEC-member for plot-
ting to bring down crude prices as a tactic to
undermine its sanctions-hit economy. “OPEC
members should find a solution to (fall of oil
prices) as this situation is not economically in
their interest... Saudi Arabia has said it would
only cut its oil production if Iran, Iraq and Russia
do so,” Asali added.

Despite the oil price slump, Iran has vowed to
ramp up crude oil production and reclaim its lost
share of exports shortly after international sanc-

tions are lifted, expected in January 2016. Iran’s
crude oil exports could rise by half a million bar-
rels per day within 6-12 months once sanctions
against it are removed. Asali also predicted that
global demand for crude oil will exceed 94 mil-
lion barrels per day in 2016, and that the price of
oil will not surpass $60 per barrel before 2020.

Saudi oil policy 
In another development, Saudi Arabian Oil

Minister Ali Al-Naimi said the kingdom, the
world’s top crude exporter, does not limit its out-
put and has the capacity to meet additional
demand, state television Al Ekhbariya reported
yesterday. “The increase in production depends
on ... the demand of the customers. We meet our
customers’ demand, there is no longer a limit to
production, as long as there is demand, we have
the ability to meet demand,” Naimi said. 

The Wall Street Journal, which reported the
same comments as Al Ekhbariya, also quoted
Naimi as saying Saudi Arabia’s oil policy was “reli-
able” and would not change. He has made simi-
lar comments in the past when asked about

plans to boost production. On Monday, Saudi
Arabia, its finances hit by low oil prices,
announced plans to shrink a record state budget
deficit with spending cuts, reforms to energy
subsidies and a drive to raise revenues from tax-
es and privatization.

Saudi Arabia’s planned cuts in spending and
energy subsidies signal the kingdom is bracing
for a prolonged period of low oil prices which
this month hit their lowest levels since 2004. “We
expect - from now on - efficiency of energy con-
sumption to increase, which means the energy
consumed will be reduced,” Naimi said, in refer-
ence to the recent subsidy reforms. 

On Monday, Saudi Aramco’s chairman Khalid
Al-Falih said his country was better equipped to
wait out low oil prices than other producers. The
comment by the head of the state oil company
was in line with Saudi Arabia’s no-cut oil policy
on output despite a sharp fall in global oil prices
since mid-2014. Saudi Arabia led a shift in OPEC
policy last year by rejecting calls to reduce pro-
duction to support prices, choosing instead to
defend market share. — Agencies 

KUWAIT: KIPCO - the Kuwait Projects
Company - has announced the purchase by
the Group of a 51 per cent stake in Jordan
Kuwait Bank (JKB) from Burgan Bank. The
purchase is part of a series of transactions
by Burgan Bank to meet capital ratios
required under Basel III. Following these
transactions, Burgan Bank’s balance sheet
will be more flexible and will better support
its growth plans. Burgan Bank Group will
continue to coordinate and cooperate
closely with JKB and other banks in the KIP-
CO Group in delivering the existing region-
al commercial banking strategy and captur-
ing the scale benefits from the entire
Group.

KIPCO’s Vice Chairman (Executive), Faisal
Al Ayyar, said the transaction reflects
KIPCO’s ability to support its banking oper-
ations to comply with Basel III: “This trans-
action is a testament to the support that
KIPCO provides to its core operations. The
purchase of JKB raises Burgan Bank’s capital
adequacy above that required under Basel
III. This will allow Burgan Bank to continue
to execute its strategy and long-term plan
for building shareholder value.” 

He added: “JKB is a well-established

bank that is deeply rooted in the Jordanian
banking sector. With a history of nearly 40
years of success, it is important for to us for
the bank to remain within the KIPCO Group.
Burgan Bank will continue to work closely
with JKB through the Group’s network. KIP-
CO will continue to support all entities
within its commercial banking sector and
encourage them to benefit from the
regional banking network and share group
expertise.” JKB was founded in 1976 and is a
major player in the Hashemite Kingdom’s
banking sector. JKB has been a cornerstone
of KIPCO’s banking activities since 1997.  
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